NURSING TRAINING
DIGITIZED
WITH MOBILE
COURSES & EXAMS

In Louisville, Kentucky, Spalding University was struggling to keep
up with the high demand of educating new nurses, while giving
them ample time to work in the field and still have time for class
work. Unfortunately, the students lacked easy access to
information and the teachers had no way to improve it.
Interapt’s mobile solution:

Spalding CNA Training Togglit Mobile App
Now, students can take exams outside of class creating more time
to learn and rehearse real-life scenarios in class.
.
Instructors can customize Togglit or easily build and deploy
course curriculum literature, tests, and quizzes.
And, students have more access to instructors, other students,
and course lessons no matter where they are.

OUR APPROACH & THE IMPACT OF SPALDING’S CNA TRAINING APP
“We don’t expect people to be linked to laptops and computers–they’re not.
So if we want to look and project this course into the future, then the
app-based program is an easy decision.”
Ritchie Bryant | Spalding CNA Program Director

Our team met with Spalding leadership and Nursing program administrators to understand the goals and current
challenges of making their nursing program more accessible and modernized to meet the demands of students
that were younger and increasingly mobile.
In addition, instructors wanted to have easy reporting of student progress and scores on administered tests and
quizzes, something they could export for reporting and submission to state agencies for completing their nursing
certification. Tracking student usage of the app was important as well, to ensure students were engaged and
actually absorbing the curriculum at the right pace and committing the right amount of time to studying and
taking practice exams.
As a result, students feel better connected with the course and appreciative of how conveniently they could
access course material and exams on their own schedule, as many often juggled one or more jobs while taking
the course. The app also made them feel better equipped to study and apply their newly learned nursing skills not
only to pass required tests, but also practice the profession once they have graduated. Perhaps most importantly,
the app allowed Spalding to reach, engage, and retain more students than ever before.

SUCCESSFUL PARTNERSHIP RESULTS
■

Learning with the Spalding CNA app is
actually easier than taking the course
face-to-face.
Megan B., CNA Program Graduate

■

“Since I work full-time and I have two jobs,
anywhere I went when I had some free time I
could just pull up the app and work on it, so it
was very easy to work into my schedule.”
Madilyn H., CNA Program Graduate

SCHEDULE A DEMO

Interapt is your training and education technology partner and we’re here to help. Click
above to learn how our team can help yours leverage mobile for better engagement.

